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CONNECTION INDUCED GEOMETRICAL CONCEPTS 

PAVLA MUSILOVA AND JANA MUSILOVA 

ABSTRACT. Geometrical concepts induced by a smooth mappings / : M —> N of 
manifolds with linear connections are introduced, especially the (higher order) co-
variant differentials of the mapping tangent to / and the curvature of a corresponding 
tensor product connection. As an useful and physically meaningful consequence a 
basis of differential invariants for natural operators of such smooth mappings is ob
tained for metric connections. A relation to geometry of Riemannian manifolds is 
discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In physical theories the theory of invariants is frequently used. One of specific prob
lems, the solution of which can be applied in physical theories, is that of differential 
invariants of smooth mappings of manifolds with metric fields. This problem was ini
tially solved for the first order invariants in [14], and then for general order invariants 
in [13]. Later it was shown (see [15]) that such invariants can be geometrically in
terpreted by the concept of natural operators. In the presented paper we show that 
the approach considered in [15] can be understood as a consequence of a more general 
situation in which on manifolds M and N linear connections are defined being not 
necessarily metric ones. However, for a special case of metric connections we obtain a 
basis of differential invariants of the mentioned type. Our considerations are based on 
new geometric concepts induced by a mapping / : M —• N of manifolds with linear 
connections, the covariant differentials of the tangent mapping to / , which we intro
duce for the purposes of this paper on the basis of classical geometrical tools given in 
[9], [6], [7], [12]. 

In the following two sections we briefly summarize definitions and fundamental 
properties of dual connection, tensor product connection (sec. 2) and related curva
tures (sec. 3) and using general formulas given in [6], [7] we apply them to the case 
/ : M —> JV. Coordinate expressions for the dual connection and the induced cur
vature are obtained. The concept of covariant differentials (of general order) of the 
mapping tangent to / is introduced in section 4 and it is shown that the curvature of 
corresponding tensor product connection is expressed only by./ and by the curvatures 
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of connections defined on manifolds M and 1V, respectively. In section 5 the relation 
to geometrical concepts, defined for Riemannian manifolds (see [11]), is discussed. Fi
nally, some applications of general results are presented in section 6, such as a relation 
to the natural operators and differential invariants of smooth mappings of Riemannian 
and pseudoriemannian manifolds. 

2. LINEAR CONNECTION 

Let (E,p,M) be a vector bundle over m-dimensional manifold M. By a linear 
connection on E we mean a linear section K : E —• JlE. Using the contact morphism 
c : JlE —• T*M ®E TE, such a connection can be viewed as a section 

K:E-+T*M®ETE. 

Given connection K, K' on E, E' respectively, there is a unique linear connection 
(dual connection) K* on the vector bundle E*, and a unique linear connection (tensor 
product connection) K®K' on the vector bundle E®E', such that following diagrams 
commute 

Е х л / Е* 
<l) 

-* M x R Е хм Е' • E ®M E' 

KxK* 

JlExMJlE JҶ\) 

Oxidr KxK' K®K' 

+ T*M xR JlExMJlE Jl{E®мE') 

Let (E,p,N) be a vector bundle, / : M —> N be a smooth mapping and A : E —> 
T*N ®E TE be a linear connection on E. Let (f*E,f*p,M) be the pullback vector 
bundle of E, p*f is a vector bundle homomorphism given by diagram 

(i) f*E- p'f 

ГP 

M 

+ E 

N 

We define f*k : f*E -+ T*M ®}.E Tf*E by 

(2) /* A(u)(0 = (Tuff)-1 o A(p*/(«)) O (Tf.p{u)f • 0 , 

for every £ G T/*p(u)Af and every u G E. /*A is a connection on the vector bundle 
f*E over M, called the pullback connection of A. 

For our later considerations we give useful coordinate expressions. Let 

r : TM -> TM ®TM TTM 

A : TN -> T*N ®TN TTN 

K:E-> TM ®E TE 

K' :E' -*T*M®E,TE' 

are linear connection on corresponding vector bundles. Consider local coordinates 
(xj) on M, (yG) on IV. Denote (x^x1), (y°,ya) coordinates on TM, TN, respectively, 
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1 < i,j < m, 1 < a < n. Denote (xj,za), (xj,u0), (xj,wa(3), coordinates on E, E', 
E® E' respectively. Using the standard notation, we get the following expressions: 

K = dl ® (dt + Ka^da) 

K' = dl® (dt + K'^dp) 

A = d"®(da + Aa
0ifda) 

Y = dl®(dl + Y\kx
kdi) 

f*A = dl®(dl + Aa^fda) 

Y* = dl®(dl-Y\kxjd
k) 

(3) K®K' = di®(di + (Ka
iW^ + K'liW

aS)da0). 

Let K be a linear connection on E, s : M —» E be a section of E. By a covariant 
differential of s with respect to Y we mean the section 

VKs : M - • T*M ®M E 

given by 

(4) (VKs)(x)(0 =vpro [(cojls-KoS)(x)(0] , 

where vpr := pr2 o vl"1 : VE —> E is the vertical projection, vl : E xM E —• VE is 
canonical vector bundle isomorphism (vertical lift). 

3. CURVATURE 

Let K : E —• T*M ®E TE be a linear connection on vector bundle {E,p, M). By a 
curvature of K we mean a section 

R[K\ : E -> A 2 r M ®E VE 

given by 
R[K](u)(Z,ri) = K(u)K,T,] - [/T(u)(0,^(u)(»?)], 

for u e E, £,n € x(M), [ , ] denotes the Lie bracket. Using the identification vl : 
E XM E —> VE, the curvature can be viewed as a tensor field 

R[K] : M -> A2T*M ®M E*®ME. 

In coordinates, using notation from section 2, we get for curvatures corresponding 
to connections given by (3): 

R[K]€Cl2(M,E*®ME) 

R[K'\ e n2(M, E" ®M E') 

R[A\ e Q2(N, (TN)* ®M TN) 

R[Y\ e tf(M, (TM)* ®M TM) 

R[f*A\etf(M,(f*E)* ®M f*E) 

R[Y*\eQ,2(M,E®ME*) 

R[K ® K'\ 6 Vi2(M, (E ®M E')* ®M (E ®M E'). 
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following local expressions 

R[K] = R[K}a
ijz~>da®diAdj 

R[K'} = R[K'fSiju
sd0 ® d* A dj 

/?[A]=n^y^ ( 7®d''Adw 

B[r] = R)kiijdi ® dfc A d' 

R[f*A) =Wr]Uf?f»y%®di Ad* 

R[F] = -RJw.i.# ® dfc A d' 

(5) R[K ® /if'] = (fl[#]$y «/* + R[K'fSijw
aS)da0 ® d* A d', 

where 

i*TO i = a,R- - a./q, + K^KI - K^KZ 
R[K'fSij = djK'i - diK'% + K%K'0ei - K'sSiK% 

R)ki = dF)k ~ dkF)i + ^ajiKk ~ rjfcrL/ 
fta — 8 Aa - 8 Aa 4- AQ Aa - Aa A0" 

4. COVARIANT DIFFERENTIALS OF A TANGENT MAPPING 

Let E% = &MT*M ®M/*T7V be a vector bundle over M and consider the connection 
®T* ® /*A on E%. In coordinates, using (3) and (5) we get local expressions 

®T* ® /* A = d' ® [% + (A^/;<... fc i - r .̂fcl<fc2...fcj 

r^<... fc i_ l ()a fc'-^], 

R[&r ® TA] = [KrvfirW,..^ - Kn<k2...ki 

^X,.. fc i. i a]5 fc '- fc '®d^Ad'. 

Let 5 : M —> El be a section. In agreement with general definition (4), by the 
covariant differential of s with respect to the connections T, A and a smooth mapping 
f : M -+ IN, we mean a section of ®fjlT*M ®M f*TN = Ei+1 given by 

V ( ^ r ^ r A )
5 W ( 6 , . . . , £ + 1 ) = vpr o [c o f8 - ((®T* ® /*A) o s)]{x){tu..., &+_). 

Covariant differential may be viewed as a operator C°°(El) —» C°°(_5t+1). 

Consider the tangent mapping Tf : TM —• TN. Such mapping determines uniquely a 
mapping X/ : TM -> /*TM by p*/ o X/ = T/ , where (/*TJV, /*p, M) is the pullback 
bundle of TIN, and p*/ is vector bundle homomorphism given by diagram (1). The 
mapping X/ is an element of C°°El. By a covariant differential of order r of the 
tangent mapping Tf we mean a section [V ( r A / ) ] r X/ of C°°Er+l, where [ V ( r A / ) ] r : 
C™El -» C°°Er+l is given by 

ry(I\A,/)jr = y((g>rr*®/*A) Q y^"^*®/^) . . . Q y(r*<g)/*A) # 

The chart expression of the covariant differential can be obtained using the coordi
nate expressions of connections A, /*A, T, T* and ®T* ® /*A: 
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Theorem. In coordinates, covariant differential [V(r'A,/)]fcT/ has the following form: 

[v(r,A,/ ) ] fcx/ __ ̂  .fc+ia. 0 dii 0 difc+i ? 

iv/iere coefficients K^ ik+l are given by following recurent formulas 

K = H 

(6) ; 
/^<T — ft. TS<T _|_ A t7 7f C* ^ / 3 

i A i l . . . i f c + l — CAfc+ l / V t i . . . i fc ^ L _ a / j _ \ i f r + 1 _ \ i l > e > i f c 

ifc+iU ai2...ifc -1 %k+\i2 a>hh-ik 

r a • Ka- • 

tfc+iU aii. . .tfc_i * 

5. GEODESICS AND RlEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 
Let IV be a Riemannian manifold and DN be a covariant derivative corresponding 

to the metric connection on IV. Consider inclusion / : M —• IV of a submanifold 
M C IV, the induced metric on M, and covariant derivative coresponding to the 
metric connection DM. There is an orthogonal decomposition of T/(~jIV at any point 
f(x) = xef(M): 

fTf(x)N~TxM(BNxM, 
denote prTM : f*TN —> TM and prNM : f*TN —• IVM corresponding orthogonal 
projections, where the set IVM = UX£MNXM considered together with a structure of a 
vector bundle over M is called normal bundle. The following theorem (see [11]) holds. 
Theorem. Let C/v, TIN^N € C°°(TN) be any extensions of a sections C, rj G C°°(TM), 
veC°°(NM). Than 

D%N<;N = DM<; + kl2(T1X), 

DN
NvN = /c2i(r/,.v) + V \v , 

where ki2 is a symetric bilinear bundle map TM x TM —> IVM, fc2i is a bilinear bundle 
map TM x IVM —> TM, V^v = prNM o DN

NvN is independent of the extensions and 
it is a metric derivative on NM. 

The objects ki2, k2\ determine each other uniquely and they are both called a second 
fundamental form. Denote g, A9 a metric and the metric connection on IV, denote V**9 

the metric connection on M corresponding to the induced metric f*g. The relation 
between the concept of the covariant differential of the mapping tangent to / and the 
concept of the second fundamental form is described by the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let f : M —» IV is an inclusion of a Riemannian submanifold. The second 
fundamental form is the first covariant differential of the mapping tangent to / , i.e. 

[v(r/'w)]i/(e,i) = fe(c,i 
A Riemannian submanifold M of manifold IV is called totally geodesic if every ge

odesic in M with initial conditions in (M,TM) is contained in M. An injective im
mersion / : M —• IV of manifolds with connections is called ajfine if for any geodesic 
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a in il/, its image / o a is a geodesic in IV. Every inclusion of totally geodesic Rie-
mannian submanifold is affine. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Riemannian 
submanifold to be totally geodesic is vanishing of the second fundamental form. We 
can generalize this classical result to the case of injective immersion of manifolds with 
arbitrary connections. 

Theorem. An infective immersion f : M —• IV is affine if and only if the first 
covariant differential of the mapping tangent to f vanishes identicaly. 

6. NATURAL OPERATORS 

Riemannian and pseudoriemannian manifolds. Denote MetA/ the natural bun
dle of metric fields on M, and T*M ®TN = TT*T*A/ ® 7r£T*IV, (m : M x IV -> M, 
7r2 : M x IV —> IV are projections) with structure of a fibered bundle over M x IV. We 
consider a first order natural bundle F: 

F(M, IV) = T*M ®TNxM MetA/ xN MetIV 

over M x IV isomorphic to (PlM x P1IV)[Q, Gm x Gn] with typical fiber 

Q = Rm* ® Rn x reg(Rm* 0 Rm*) x reg(Rn* 0 R71*). 

Using the reduction Wk(PlM x PXIV) -> PMM x PMN to the subgroup G^+1 x 
GM c Wh{Gi^ x G i ^ i t s prolongation is a fiber bundle Fk(M,N) = (Pk+lM x 
PMN)[Tm+nQ,Gk

m^xGk^}. 
Consider a sheaf of sections $A.f.jv C C°°(F(M,N),M x IV) defined by 8 G $ «-> 

s = (f^gx h\ where /i G C°°(MetAf, Af), g G G00(MetIV,IV), and / G C°°(T*M ® 
TIV, A/ x IV) is a section constant on IV. Define k-th order natural operator of smooth 
mappings of manifolds with metric fields D : F —> G as a system of smooth local 
operators DMyN : $ —> C°°(G(M, IV), A/ x IV) satisfying: 

1. D{M,,Nf)(F(f,g) o s o (f-^g-1)) = G(f,g) o D{M,N)s o ( /"Sg"1) , V5 G $, 
V(/ ,^)GMorA^/mxA^/ n , 

2. j k
S l =jks2 => DMtN(si) = DMiN(s2), V/5i,52 G $. 

Consider a manifold 

Qfc = Tm(Rm* ® Rn) x T7nreg(Rm* 0 Rm*) x Tn
fcreg(Rn* 0 Rn*), 

which is closed under the action of G ^ 1 x Gn
+1. Bundle 

Fk(MyN) = (Pfc+1A/ x Pk+lN)[Qk,Gk+l x G^+1] 

is a subbundle of Fk(M, IV). Natural operators of smooth mappings of manifolds with 
metric fields with values in a natural bundle of order p, are in bijective correspondence 
with differential invariants of corresponding type fibers Qk —> S (where S is a left 
Gm x Gn manifold, the typical fiber of natural bundle G), (see [15]). Using the orbit 
reduction method, we obtain the basis of invariants for the case p = 1 (see [13]). 

Theorem. The basis of k-th order diferential invariants of smooth mappings f of 
manifolds with metric fields is formed by the components of the metric fields on both 
manifolds, by the components of curvature tensors corresponding to the metric con
nection on both manifolds and their covariant derivatives up to the order k — 2, the 
components of tangent mapping to f and the components K^ it, 2 < / < k + 1 of the 
covariant differential of the tangent mapping to f up to the order k. 
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Manifolds with connections. Denote ClaM the natural bundle of classical connec
tions on M. We consider a second order natural bundle F: 

F(M,IV) = J2(M,IV) x M ClaM xN ClaIV 

over M x IV isomorphic to (P2M x P2N)[S, Gm x G2] with typical fiber 

Q = 52Rm* ® Rn x (Rm ® 52Rm*) x (Rn ® S2Rn*). 

Using the reduction Wk(P2M x P2N) -> Pk+2M x Pk+2N to the subgroup Gm
+2 x 

Gk+2 c wk(G2
m x G2), its prolongation is a fiber bundle Fk(M,N) = (Pk+2M x 

Pfc+2IV)[Tm+nQ,Gm
+2xGn

+2]. Consider a sheaf of sections $M,/v C G°°(F(M,IV),Mx 
IV) defined by 5 E $ <£> 8 = (/, T x A), where T e G°°(ClaM, M), A e G°°(ClaIV, IV), 
and / G G°°(J2(M, IV), M x IV) is a section constant on IV. Define fc-tt order natural 
operator of smooth mappings of manifolds with connections D : F —• G as a system of 
smooth local operators Z)M)Iv : $ -> G°°(G(AI,IV),M x IV) satisfying: 

1. D{MfyNf)(F(f,g) o s o (f-^g-1)) = G(f,g) o D (M,N)5 o (Z"1,^1), V5 e *, 
V(/,g)GMorAi/mxyVf/n, 

2. jfc5i = jks2 =» DM,N(SI) = DM,N{S2)> VSI ,5 2 e $. 
Consider a manifold 

gfc = 2^(52Rm* 0 R n ) x yfc t R m 0 52Rm*>) x TfcIRn ^ 52Rn*>) ^ 

which is closed under the action of Gm
+2 x Gn

+2. Bundle 

Fk(M,N) = (Pk+lM x Pfc+1IV)[Qfc,Gm
+1 x G£+1] 

is a subbundle of Fk(M, N). 
Natural operators of smooth mappings of manifolds with connections with values in 

a natural bundle of order p, are in bijective correspondence with differential invariants 
of corresponding type fibers Qk —• S (where S is a left Gm x Gv

n manifold, the typical 
fiber of natural bundle G), (see [15]). Using the orbit reduction method we obtain the 
basis of invariants for the case p = 1. 

Theorem. The basis of k-th order differential invariants of smooth mappings f of 
manifolds with classical connections is formed by the components of the corresponding 
curvature tensors on both manifolds and its covariant derivatives up to the order k — 1, 
the components of the tangent mapping to f and the components K^ it, 2 < I < k-\-2 
of the covariant differential of the tangent mapping to f. 
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